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Amygdala Signaling during Foraging in a Hazardous
Environment
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Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience, Rutgers State University, Newark, New Jersey 07102

We recorded basolateral amygdala (BL) neurons in a seminaturalistic foraging task. Rats had to leave their nest to retrieve food in
an elongated arena inhabited by a mechanical predator. There were marked trial-to-trial variations in behavior. After poking their
head into the foraging arena and waiting there for a while, rats either retreated to their nest or initiated foraging. Before initiating
foraging, rats waited longer on trials that followed failed than successful trials indicating that prior experience influenced behav-
ior. Upon foraging initiation, most principal cells (Type-1) reduced their firing rate, while in a minority (Type-2) it increased.
When rats aborted foraging, Type-1 cells increased their firing rates, whereas in Type-2 cells it did not change. Surprisingly, the
opposite activity profiles of Type-1 and Type-2 units were also seen in control tasks devoid of explicit threats or rewards. The
common correlate of BL activity across these tasks was movement velocity, although an influence of position was also observed.
Thus depending on whether rats initiated movement or not, the activity of BL neurons decreased or increased, regardless of
whether threat or rewards were present. Therefore, BL activity not only encodes threats or rewards, but is closely related to
behavioral output. We propose that higher order cortical areas determine task-related changes in BL activity as a function of
reward/threat expectations and internal states. Because Type-1 and Type-2 cells likely form differential connections with the
central amygdala (controlling freezing), this process would determine whether movement aimed at attaining food or exploration
is suppressed or facilitated.
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Introduction
Prior conditioning studies have implicated the basolateral amyg-
daloid complex (BLA) in the development of conditioned
responses to stimuli (CSs) that predict aversive (Maren and
Quirk, 2004; Anglada-Figueroa and Quirk, 2005; Duvarci

and Pare, 2014) or rewarding outcomes (Setlow et al., 2002;
Everitt et al., 2003; Ambroggi et al., 2008). Consistent with this,
many BLA neurons acquire robust responses to negatively or
positively valenced CSs after conditioning (Rorick-Kehn and
Steinmetz, 2005; Belova et al., 2008; Herry et al., 2008; Shabel and
Janak, 2009; Amano et al., 2011). However, by design in condi-
tioning studies, aversive and appetitive CSs are presented in iso-
lation or at different times. This contrasts with natural conditions
where animals are simultaneously presented with potential risks
and rewards (e.g., predators, food) that are associated with oppo-
site response tendencies (e.g., freezing vs food seeking). As a re-
sult, there is little information on how BLA activity contributes to
help animals weigh the need to attain food against the associated
increase in predation risk.
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Significance Statement

For decades, amygdala research has been dominated by pavlovian and operant conditioning paradigms. This work has led to the
view that amygdala neurons signal threats or rewards, in turn causing defensive or approach behaviors. However, the artificial
circumstances of conditioning studies bear little resemblance to normal life. In natural conditions, subjects are simultaneously
presented with potential threats and rewards, forcing them to engage in a form of risk assessment. We examined this process using
a seminaturalistic foraging task. In constant conditions of threats and rewards, amygdala activity could be high or low, depending
on the rats’ decisions on a given trial. Therefore, amygdala activity does not only encode threats or rewards but is also closely
related to behavioral output.
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Choi and Kim (2010) introduced a task that reproduces natural
foraging conditions. In this task, rats are confronted with a mechan-
ical predator (“Robogator”) when they leave their nest to obtain
food pellets. Intra-amygdala infusions of drugs that inhibited or ex-
cited amygdala neurons, respectively, increased or decreased risk
taking (Choi and Kim, 2010). While these findings indicate that the
amygdala regulates risky foraging decisions, how it does so is unclear.
To address this question, we recorded neurons in the basolateral
nucleus of the amygdala (BL) neurons with multishank silicon
probes in rats engaged in the foraging task.

Materials and Methods
Procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee of Rutgers University, in compliance with the Guide for the Care and
Use of Laboratory Animals. We used male naive Sprague Dawley rats (310–
360 g; Charles River Laboratories) maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle.
Before the experiments, they were habituated to the animal facility and han-
dling for 1 week. After implantation, they were housed individually. All
experiments were performed during the light cycle.

Surgery
Rats were anesthetized with a mixture of isoflurane and O2, and adminis-
tered atropine sulfate (0.05 mg/kg, i.m.) to aid breathing. In aseptic condi-
tions, rats were mounted in a stereotaxic apparatus with nonpuncture ear
bars. A local anesthetic (bupivacaine, s.c.) was injected in the scalp. Fifteen
minutes later, the scalp was incised and a craniotomy was performed above
the amygdala. Then, silicon probes (NeuroNexus) were stereotaxically
aimed at the BL. Silicon probes consisted of either four (three rats) or eight
(three rats) shanks (intershank distance of 200 �m), each with eight record-
ing leads (de-insulated area of 144 �m2) separated by �20 �m dorsoven-
trally. They were attached to Buzsaki-style microdrives (Vandecasteele et al.,
2012), allowing us to lower them between recording sessions. In a subset of
three rats, a craniotomy was also performed above NAc and mPFC. Then,
pairs of tungsten stimulating electrodes (intertip spacing of 1–1.7 mm) were
stereotaxically inserted in these two structures. Rats were allowed 2–3 weeks
to recover from the surgery.

The following stereotaxic coordinates were used—all expressed in mil-
limeters relative to bregma—BL: AP �2.2 to �3.6, ML 5–5.3, DV 8.8;
mPFC: AP 2.7–3.7, ML 0.5, DV 3.6 –5.2; NAc: AP 1.5, ML 1.35, DV 6.7.

Foraging task
After recovery from the surgery, rats were housed individually with ad
libitum access to water. To ensure proper motivation in the foraging task,
daily access to food was restricted in time so that the rats’ bodyweight was
maintained at �90% of age-matched subjects with continuous access to
food.

Foraging apparatus. The foraging apparatus (Fig. 1A) was a long rect-
angular alley (245 cm in length � 60 cm in width) with high walls (60 cm)
but no ceiling. It was divided into two compartments by a door (height,
50 cm; width, 10 cm). At one end of the apparatus was a small (length 30
cm), dimly lit (10 lux) nesting area with a water bottle. The rest of the
apparatus was a much longer (215 cm) and brighter (200 lux) foraging
arena. An overhead digital video camera (frame rate 29.97 per second)
recorded the rats’ behavior in the two compartments.

Mechanical predator (Robogator). On a proportion of trials (see be-
low), a mechanical predator (length, 34 cm; width, 17 cm; height, 14 cm)
on wheels was positioned at the end of the foraging arena, facing the
nesting arena. This Robogator (Mindstorms; LEGO Systems) was
equipped with a sensor that detected the rats’ approach and triggered a
sudden forward movement (80 cm at 60 cm/s) and repeated opening and
closing of the jaws (nine times) followed, after 2 s, by return to its original
position.

Habituation to nesting area (Days 0 –1). Rats were first habituated to
the nesting area for two daily consecutive sessions of 7 h (Fig. 1A, left).
During this period, they could consume up to 6 g of food (sweet cereal
pellets). However, the gateway to the foraging arena remained shut at all
times.

Foraging in the absence of Robogator (Days 2–3). On the following
day, in the absence of Robogator, rats were given the opportunity to
retrieve sweetened food pellets (80 –100 mg) in the foraging arena
(Fig. 1A, middle). No food was available in the nesting area in this
case. Sixty trials were conducted, each beginning with a period of 60 s
in the nesting area with the gateway shut. This was repeated the next
day. A single food pellet was placed at various distances from the door.
The gateway was then opened. After a period of hesitation at the
doorway, rats retrieved the food pellet and returned to the nesting
area to consume it. Upon re-entry in the nesting arena, the gateway
was closed. The distance between the nesting area and food pellet was
gradually increased in steps of 25 cm (from 25 to150 cm), after three

Nest Foraging arena

Rat Rat Rat Robogator

Days 0-1: Habituation to nesting area Days 2-3: Foraging without Robogator Days 4-5: Foraging with RobogatorA

B Successful trialFailed trial C
Rat hesitates at door threshold

Foraging

Escape

Rat hesitates at door threshold

Foraging

Escape

Rat
Food pellet Robogator Rat Food pellet Robogator

Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and behavioral apparatus. A, The behavioral apparatus consisted of a small, dimly lit nesting area and a longer and brighter foraging arena. After 2 d of
habituation to the nest (left), rats learned to retrieve food pellets in the foraging arena (middle) over a period of 2 d. One the fourth and fifth day, a mechanical predator (Robogator) was introduced
(right). B, C, Examples of failed (B) and successful (C) trials.
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successful trials at each distance. Later, the distance was varied ran-
domly from trial to trial.

Foraging in the presence of Robogator (Days 4 –5). On the following day,
rats were again given the opportunity to retrieve food pellets in the for-
aging arena (Fig. 1A, right). However, 60% of trials were conducted with
the Robogator present. Blocks of trials with (n � 10 –20) or without
(n � 10 –15) the Robogator were conducted, for a total of 100 –120 trials.

Analysis of behavior
The rats’ behavior was recorded by an overhead video camera at a frame
rate of 29.97 Hz. To analyze the rats’ behavior, we used two approaches.
First, a MATLAB script was written to determine the position of the rats
based on the shifting distribution of light intensity across frames. This
also allowed us to determine the rats’ velocity. In addition, a trained
observer performed a frame-by-frame analysis of the video file to deter-
mine when the rats started waiting at the door threshold (defined as when
the rat’s snout extended beyond the door into the foraging arena), when
they initiated foraging (defined as the last frame of immobility before
completely moving out of the nest), retrieved a food pellet, escaped, and
retreated into the nest. The observer also noted whether rats failed or
succeeded each trial. The start of the “escape” phase was defined as when
the rat, after approaching the food pellet, abruptly turned around to run
all the way to the nest. This behavior was observed whether the Roboga-
tor was present or not and whether the trial was successful or not.

Shuttle task
In this task, rats ran back and forth between two nest-like compartments
(50 cm long � 20 cm wide) through a central compartment (50 cm long)
to retrieve food pellets at the end of the other nest. The walls were 45 cm
high. The apparatus was made of black Plexiglas and dimly illuminated
(10 lux). The nests and corridor were separated by retractable doors. Rats
received extensive habituation to the apparatus with the doors open.
During the recordings, rats were positioned in one of the nests and a food
pellet in the other. After opening the doors, rats immediately ran to the
other nest to consume the food. While rats consumed the food, the door
was closed. The intertrial interval was � 1 min.

Open field
The open field was rectangular (60 cm wide � 180 cm long with walls 60
cm high) and made of black Plexiglas. Ambient light levels were very low
(7 lux). Before the recordings, rats received extensive habituation to the
apparatus.

Unit recording, clustering, and analysis
BL unit recordings were performed during all the phases of the behav-
ioral protocols described above with the exception of habituation. In rats
that had been implanted with stimulating electrodes, at the end of most
behavioral sessions, electrical stimuli (300 – 600 �A, 0.1 ms) were deliv-
ered at 1 Hz to determine whether recorded cells could be antidromically
invaded from one or more of the stimulated sites. In all rats, the silicon
probes were lowered � 30 �m (40 � l0 �m) after every recording ses-
sion. We waited at least 8 h until the next recording session to ensure
mechanical stability of the probes. Note that it is possible that some cells
were sampled on different days; however, the incidence of such record-
ings is impossible to assess because moving probes changes spike shapes.

The signals were sampled at 25 kHz and stored on a hard drive. The
data were first high-pass filtered using a median filter (window size of 1.1
ms), then thresholded to extract spikes. We then ran principal compo-
nent analysis on the spikes and the first three components were clustered
using KlustaKwik (http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/). Spike clusters
were then refined manually using Klusters (Hazan et al., 2006). The
reliability of cluster separation was verified by inspecting autocorrelo-
grams and cross-correlograms. Autocorrelograms had to display a re-
fractory period of at least 2 ms. Cross-correlograms should not show
evidence of a refractory period, as this feature betrays overlap between
clusters. Units with unstable spike shapes during a given recording ses-
sion were excluded.

To determine spike duration, we first selected the channel where, for a
given cell, action potentials had the largest peak to trough amplitude. We
then measured the spike’s duration as the time between spike trough and

peak (Barthó et al., 2004). Antidromic action potentials were identified as
such when they had a fixed latency (�0.1 ms jitter) and collided with
spontaneously occurring spikes.

Statistical analyses
All grouped data are reported as average � SEM. When firing rates are
expressed logarithmically, we used natural logarithms. All statistical tests
were two sided. No subjects were excluded. When analyzing the evolu-
tion of the food retrieval interval over time, we used a mixed-effect
ANOVA with subject as a random effect. When comparing behavior in
the absence versus presence of the Robogator, we did not use trials (�300
per rat) but averages of trials obtained in each rat (n � 6) for statistical
comparisons. While this approach reduces statistical power, using trials
as the unit of analysis would have caused an excessive risk of Type-1 error
(Aarts et al., 2014).

In the foraging task, to determine whether individual neurons showed
significant task-related variations in firing rates, we computed Kruskal–
Wallis one-way ANOVAs during four distinct periods: (1) in the nest
with the door closed (“baseline”), (2) during the waiting period at the
door threshold (“waiting”), (3) during foraging, and (4) during esc-
ape (when rats turned around and ran toward the nest). Although the
Kruskal–Wallis is a test for independent samples, we could not use a
repeated-measure ANOVA because of variations in the number of trials
available to compare the activity of each cell in the different phases of the
foraging task. In particular, because on many Robogator trials, rats did
not initiate foraging, we had many more trials available for the waiting
phase than subsequent phases.

When instead of making cell by cell comparisons we compared the
firing rate of the same group of cells in different conditions (e.g., Type-1
with Robot vs Type-1 without Robot), we could use a repeated-measure
test (Wilcoxon signed rank test) because we averaged all the available
trials of each cell in the two conditions separately before doing the com-
parison. In other words, for the ANOVA, trials were the unit of compar-
ison, whereas for the Wilcoxon signed rank test cells were the unit of
comparison.

To assess significance of correlations between firing rates and speed of
movement, we computed Spearman’s r and used a significance threshold
of 0.05. Periods of immobility due to sleep were excluded from these
analyses. Finally, when comparing proportions of cells in two or more
conditions we used a Fisher exact test or � 2 test, as appropriate.

To study the relation between firing rates, movement speed, and po-
sition, for each 33 ms video frame, we determined the rats’ position,
velocity, and the number of spikes generated by each unit in each
position-velocity bin. Data from different trials were combined. For each
unit, the total number of spikes in each velocity-position bin was divided
by the total amount of time spent in that velocity-position bin to obtain
a raw firing rate in that velocity-position bin. This firing rate in each
velocity-position bin was then divided by the baseline firing rate of the
unit. Next, this process was repeated for each unit and the results ob-
tained for each position-velocity bin averaged across units, but separately
for Type-1 and Type-2 units.

To assess whether differences in firing rates as a function of movement
speed and position were significant, for each cell, we shuffled the normal-
ized spike counts in the various 33 ms bins while keeping velocity and
position constant. Based on this shuffle, a map of normalized firing rate
as a function of speed and position was derived for each unit. This was
repeated for all units and the results averaged across units. This process
was repeated a total of 1000 times allowing us to obtain, for each
position-velocity bin, a null distribution against which we could compare
the actual data. The normalized firing rate value in a particular position-
velocity bin was considered significant when it was �97.5% or �2.5% of
the shuffled values.

States of vigilance were distinguished using spectral analyses of local
field potentials (LFPs) and behavioral observations. Spontaneous LFP
activity was segmented in 5 s windows and frequency distributions of LFP
power in different frequency bands computed. Active waking could be
distinguished from all other states because it was associated with a broad-
band increase in the power of high frequencies (200 –240 Hz), reflecting
electromyographic activity. After eliminating active waking, we could
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easily distinguish slow-wave sleep from quiet waking because total power
at frequencies �20 Hz was distributed bimodally between the two states:
epochs of high power at low frequencies corresponded to periods of
slow-wave sleep.

Histology
At the end of the experiments, the animals were deeply anesthetized.
On each shank, one of the recording sites was marked with a small
electrolytic lesion (10 �A between a channel and the animals’ tail for
10 s). One day later, rats were perfused-fixed through the heart, their
brains extracted and cut on a vibrating microtome, and the sections
counterstained with cresyl violet. We only considered neurons that
were histologically determined to have been recorded in BL.

Results
The foraging apparatus featured two compartments divided
by a door: a dimly lit nest and a longer and brighter foraging
arena (Fig. 1A). After habituation to the nest, rats were al-
lowed to retrieve sweetened food pellets in the foraging arena
in the absence of Robogator. On each of 60 trials, a food pellet
was placed at various distances from the nest, beginning with
25 cm and increasing in steps of 25 cm after three successful
trials, up to 150 cm. Distances were then varied randomly.
Rats did not eat the food in the foraging arena, but seized the
pellet and returned to the nest to consume it, at which point
the doorway was shut. The next trial started �1 min later. On
the next 2 d, another set of 100 –120 trials/d was conducted
with alternating trial blocks performed in the presence (n �

10 –20) or absence (n � 10 –15) of Robogator. The Robogator
was programmed to surge forward �80 cm when approached
by the rat. Figure 1, B and C, illustrates examples of failed and
successful trials.

Foraging behavior
In the early stages of training, shortly after door opening, rats
approached the door threshold and stayed there for a time.
They then ventured into the foraging arena to retrieve the
food. After obtaining the food, they abruptly turned around
and ran back to the nest. In the absence of Robogator, all rats
quickly learned to retrieve the food. A reliable index of prog-
ress on this task was the interval between door opening and
food retrieval (Fig. 2A). Whereas it took rats nearly 40 s during
the first 20 trial block (38 � 7 s), the retrieval interval eventu-
ally dropped to �20 s by the third trial block and remained
low the next day (Fig. 2A; last trial block, 20 � 4 s; ANOVA,
F(5,347) � 10.6, p � 0.0001; Tukey–Kramer, p � 0.002).

Introduction of the Robogator altered the rats’ behavior in
many ways (Fig. 2). First, upon door opening and approach of
the door threshold, rats often retreated back into the nest
instead of initiating foraging (9.4 � 2.1% of trials), a phenom-
enon rarely seen in the absence of the Robogator (1.5 � 0.5%,
paired t test, p � 0.027). Second, on Robogator trials where
rats initiated foraging, the food retrieval interval increased
(Fig. 2B; paired t test, t(5) � 3.6, p � 0.015). Third, the pro-
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portion of successful trials was generally
lower in the presence of the Robogator,
particularly when the distance between
the nest and food was high (Fig. 2C;
two-way ANOVA, Robogator vs no
Robogator, F(1,58) � 45, p � 0.0001;
Tukey–Kramer, p � 0.0001; Distance:
F(6,58) � 3.35, p � 0.007; Interaction:
F(6,57) � 4.73, p � 0.0006). Last, perfor-
mance on a given Robogator trial varied
depending on whether the prior trial
had been successful or not (Fig. 2D). For
this analysis, we only considered trials
where rats succeeded in obtaining the
food. Using this approach, we found
that trials following successful ones had
shorter times to food retrieval (Fig. 2D,
blue) than following failed trials (Fig.
2D, red; paired t test, t(5) � 3.47, p �
0.017).

Activity of BL neurons during foraging
After histological determination of the sili-
con probes’ trajectories (Fig. 3), we re-
stricted our attention to 705 BL single-unit
recordings recorded during the foraging
task. It should be noted that because the sil-
icon probes were moved down �40 �m at
the end of each recording session, it is pos-
sible that some cells were sampled on differ-
ent days. Overall, 233 unit recordings were
obtained on Days 2–3 (no Robogator) and
472 on Days 4–5, when trial blocks with or
without Robogator occurred. Consistent
with earlier studies (Likhtik et al., 2006), re-
corded units were classified as presumed
projection cells (PNs; 88%; Fig. 2E, blue) or
interneurons (ITNs; 10%; Fig. 2E, red) on
the basis of their firing rates in the nest (cut-
off 6 Hz) and spike duration (trough to peak
of 0.6 ms). Some unit recordings (2%)
could not be classified (Fig. 2E, gray) and are
not considered further. Support for this
classification was found in the differential
distribution of units antidromically respon-
sive to electrical stimuli delivered in the
mPFC (Fig. 2F) or NAc: 20% of tested PNs
(n � 287; Fig. 2E, empty circles) compared
with none of the presumed ITNs (n � 44;
Fisher exact test, p � 0.0007).

To assess whether each unit showed task-related variations
in activity, we computed a Kruskal–Wallis one-way ANOVA
on its firing rate (threshold p of 0.05) during four periods: (1)
in the nest with the door closed (baseline), (2) during the waiting
period at the door threshold (waiting), (3) during foraging, and
(4) escape. Whether they were recorded in the absence or pres-
ence of Robogator, most BL unit recordings showed significant
task-related activity. Moreover, as described below, their activity
in these two conditions was similar. Therefore, we first describe
the activity of BL units in the foraging task regardless of trial type
and then perform within-cell comparisons of activity in Roboga-
tor versus no-Robogator trials.

PNs
Overall, 88% of PNs showed significant activity variations in the
foraging task. The proportion of unit recordings with significant
firing rate comparisons (Dunn test, threshold p � 0.05) was high-
est for differences between baseline and foraging (86%) or escape
(83%); the two are highly correlated (r � 0.57, p � 0.0001). Other
comparisons yielded a lower incidence of significant differences
(24 –55%). Most PNs exhibited a significant decrease in firing
rate from baseline to foraging (Fig. 2G, blue, 69%) and a minority
showed the opposite (red, 7%). Hereafter, we will refer to these
two groups of unit recordings as Type-1 and Type-2 cells, respec-
tively. See Figure 4, A and B, for individual examples and Figure
4C for their average behavior. It should be noted that the two
types of unit recordings were recorded in all subjects and that
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they were homogenously distributed throughout the BL nucleus.
Because they were less frequent, Type-2 unit recordings were
observed in 23% of shanks and sessions. In all these cases, how-
ever, Type-1 unit recordings were present on the same shank and
in the same session.

The predominant PN type (Type-1) showed a firing rate re-
duction from baseline to waiting and a further decrease upon
foraging initiation and food retrieval (Fig. 4A,C, top). There was
heterogeneity among Type-1 unit recordings, particularly with
respect to their baseline firing rates (range: 0.03–3.36 Hz). Nev-
ertheless, as a group, they exhibited little spontaneous activity
(average: 0.22 � 0.03 Hz) and their firing rates were lowest dur-
ing escape, when they were virtually silent (0.05 � 0.01 Hz; Fig.
4C, top). In contrast, Type-2 PNs (Fig. 4B,C, bottom) exhibited
a slight and gradual increase in firing rate from baseline to wait-
ing, continuing during foraging, and abruptly reversing to a firing
rate reduction after food retrieval. Last, we observed a heteroge-
neous group of unit recordings (Type-3, 13%) that lacked sus-
tained firing rate changes during foraging, but instead displayed
short-lived alterations in activity, usually upon food retrieval.
They are not considered further.

To shed light on the behavioral significance of the activity
patterns of Type-1 and Type-2 PNs, we examined how their firing
rates varied depending on whether the prior trial was a failure or
success. The reader will recall that following a failed Robogator
trial, rats took longer to retrieve food pellets. Type-1 PNs fired at

higher rates during waiting (Fig. 5A1) and foraging (Fig. 5A2)
following failed than successful trials (Wilcoxon signed-ranks
tests, p’s � 0.0001). In contrast, no differences were seen in
Type-2 cells depending on prior trial outcome (Waiting, p �
0.11; Foraging, p � 0.23).

Consistent with this, Type-1 PNs fired at higher rates when,
after approaching the door, rats retreated back in the nest versus
initiated foraging (Fig. 5B; Wilcoxon signed ranks test, p �
0.0001). However, in this case, Type-2 cells showed the opposite
(p � 0.001). These results suggest that successful foraging is as-
sociated with decreased firing in Type-1 unit recordings and in-
creased firing in Type-2 unit recordings.

Last, we compared PN activity in trials with versus without
Robogator during waiting (Fig. 5C1) and foraging (Fig. 5C2).
Type-1 PNs fired at significantly higher rates during Robogator
trials (Wilcoxon signed ranks tests: Waiting, p � 0.0001; Forag-
ing, p � 0.0001). In contrast, Type-2 PNs fired at similar rates in
the two trial types (Waiting, p � 0.9; Foraging, p � 0.21; Table 1).
The effects described above were not due to interdependence
between the variables examined (Table 2).

Interneurons
Of the 71 presumed ITNs, 96% showed statistically significant
variations in activity during the task. However, these varia-
tions were minor, relative to their high baseline firing rates
(�10%), except for when rats approached the food pellet and
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escaped. Figure 4D (grouped data) con-
trasts the activity of the two main ITN
types. Most ITNs (Type-1; n � 44; Fig.
4D) displayed a slight increase in firing
rate upon approach of the door thresh-
old, a further progressive increase dur-
ing foraging, followed by a steep
increase as they approached the food.
Upon escape, their firing rates rapidly
returned toward baseline. In contrast,
most of the remaining ITNs (Type-2;
n � 14; Fig. 4D, bottom) displayed a
minor firing rate reduction during wait-
ing and foraging. Their activity in rela-
tion to approach of the food and escape
was similar to the first ITN class. In ad-
dition, 27 and 36% of Type-1 and
Type-2 ITNs showed a phasic increase
in firing rate when the door opened. In
contrast to PNs (Fig. 5), ITNs displayed
little or no differences in activity as a
function of trial type (Table 3).

Projection site and state-dependent
variations in the firing rates of Type-1
and Type-2 cells
The incidence of antidromically respon-
sive units was similar among the different
PN types (� 2 test, p � 0.27; Table 4). Dif-
ferences in the incidence of neurons re-
sponsive to mPFC or NAc stimuli did not
reach significance (� 2 test, p � 0.38; Table
4). In contrast, Type-1 and Type-2 units
exhibited significant differences in firing
rates and a dissimilar modulation by
behavioral states (Fig. 6A,B). In partic-
ular, Type-1 units fired at lower rates than
Type-2 cells in quiet waking (QW;
Type-1, 0.34 � 0.02 Hz; Type-2, 1.58 �
0.27 Hz; Wilcoxon rank sum test, z
value � 6.82, p � 0.0001) and slow-wave
sleep (SWS; Type-1, 0.51 � 0.02 Hz;
Type-2, 1.49 � 0.16 Hz; Wilcoxon rank
sum test, z-statistics � 7.28, p � 0.0001).
Also, whereas the firing rate of Type-1
units was higher in SWS than QW (221 �
12% higher, Wilcoxon signed rank test, z
value � 12.7, p � 0.0001), Type-2 unit
recordings showed inconsistent activity
modulation by behavioral states, resulting
in an insignificant average modulation (z-
value � 0.65, p � 0.48). Importantly, the
probability that a particular PN would be-
long to the Type-1 or Type-2 class varied inversely with firing rate
in QW and SWS (Fig. 6C).

Control tasks
The above suggests that BL contains two main PN types that
exhibit a differential regulation by behavioral states and opposite
activity profiles in the foraging task. However, the seminaturalis-
tic character of this task complicates analysis of the factors that
drive neuronal activity. Are predator risk, reward availability,
both, or neither required? Also, this task features uncontrolled

behavioral variables such as the rats’ movements and speed.
Therefore, to shed light on the impact of these various factors, we
compared the activity of BL units in two additional tasks that did
not include explicit threats or rewards.

Food-seeking shuttle task
In this task, rats ran back and forth across a central arena to
retrieve food pellets placed in two enclosures (hereafter termed
“nests”) located at opposite ends of the central arena. Light levels
were uniformly low to minimize perceived threat. Moreover, re-
cordings began after two daily 3 h sessions of habituation to the
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apparatus. Three of the rats used for the foraging task also per-
formed the shuttle task, allowing us to compare the activity of the
same Type-1 (n � 186) and Type-2 (n � 14) cells in the two tasks.

Behaviorally, there was no sign of apprehension in the shuttle
task. Upon door opening, rats immediately entered the central
compartment and ran to the other nest to retrieve the food. This
contrasts with the foraging task where rats waited at the door
threshold for �16 s before leaving the nest. Also contrasting with
the foraging task, rats never skipped a trial in the shuttle task.
Yet, the activity of Type-1 units in the foraging and shuttle tasks
was similar. As shown in Figure 6, D and E (top), their firing rate
decreased to a similar degree when rats initiated foraging (red and
blue curves) or a shuttle trial (black curve). Type-2 units started
shuttle trials at a lower average firing rate than during Robogator
trials, presumably because of the lack of a waiting period. How-
ever, they also showed an increase in discharge rate upon door
opening (Fig. 6D,E, bottom).

Open field exploration
Since the above suggests that the opposite activity of Type-1 and
Type-2 units are not strictly dependent on threat, we next ob-
tained BL unit recordings while rats explored an open field, de-
void of explicit rewards. To minimize threat, this test was
performed under low light levels and rats were habituated to the
apparatus for two daily 3 h sessions before the recordings began.
To ensure that rats would not expect food in the open field, we
used naive rats.

Spontaneous exploration occurs regardless of external events
under investigator control. Thus we could only relate neuronal
activity to the rats’ movements and position in the open field. We
first examined whether there was a relationship between firing
rates and movement speed. We reasoned that if the inverse activ-
ity modulation of Type-1 and Type-2 units in Robogator and
shuttle tasks are related to movement, we should observe two
subsets of units that display decreasing versus increasing activity
with movement speed and a different distribution of spontane-
ous firing rates, as in the foraging task (Fig. 6C). We found that
67% of PNs (n � 355) showed significant variations in firing rates
as a function of speed (Fig. 6F, left; 53 and 14% decreasing and
increasing with speed, respectively). Critically, the probability
that the firing rate of a particular PN would show a negative (blue,
presumed Type-1) versus positive (red, presumed Type-2) cor-
relation with speed varied inversely with firing rate in QW (Fig.
6F, right), reminiscent of the results obtained the foraging task
(Fig. 6C).

After completion of the above tests, when food pellets were
dropped at random spots in the open field to motivate move-
ment, an even higher proportion of PNs showed a significant
relation to speed (Fig. 6G; n � 209; 90% with significant mod-
ulation; 67 and 23% decreasing and increasing with speed,
respectively). However, the higher proportion of significant
units is not due to rewards but to the fact that rats ran more,

Table 1. Comparison between firing rates of Type-1 and Type-2 PNs as a function of
trial type (same analyses as in Figure 5)

PNs Type 1 PNs Type 2

Prior trial success versus failure
Waiting N � 325, p � 0.0001 N � 31, p � 0.11

	FR � 33.1 � 6.5% 	FR � �22.3 � 17.9%
Foraging N � 275, p � 0.0001 N � 33, p � 0.23

	FR � 62.4 � 9.0% 	FR � �5.7 � 10.0%
Foraging versus aborted foraging N � 186, p � 0.0001 N � 18, p � 0.001

	FR � 83.2 � 11.6% 	FR � �40.9 � 13.2%
No Robogator versus Robogator

Waiting N � 190, p � 0.0001 N � 15, p � 0.9
	FR � 33.2 � 9.1% 	FR � �6.5 � 12.6%

Foraging N � 194, p � 0.0001 N � 15, p � 0.21
	FR � 35.4 � 8.5% 	FR � 3.6 � 9.6%

FR, firing rate.

Table 2. Comparison between firing rates of Type-1 and Type-2 PNs as a function of
trial type

PNs Type 1 PNs Type 2

Prior trial success versus failure
(control for period duration)

Waiting N � 306, p � 0.0001 N � 31, p � 0.34
	FR � 31.6 � 7.2% 	FR � �7.0 � 17.3%

Foraging N � 263, p � 0.0001 N � 33, p � 0.03
	FR � 60.0 � 9.0% 	FR � �12.2 � 10.2%

Foraging versus aborted foraging
(restricted to successful
prior trial)

N � 117, p � 0.0001 N � 12, p � 0.015

	FR � 136.1 � 24.8% 	FR � �27.2 � 16.0%
Foraging versus aborted foraging

(restricted to failed prior
trial)

N � 144, p � 0.0001 N � 12, p � 0.03

	FR � 70.3 � 18.3% 	FR � �19.3 � 10.9%
No Robogator versus Robogator

(control for period duration
and restricted to successful
prior trial)

Waiting N � 174, p � 0.03 N � 15, p � 0.72
	FR � 20.9 � 11.7% 	FR � 3.1 � 10.6%

Foraging N � 189, p � 0.04 n � 15, p � 0.25
	FR � 32.9 � 8.7% 	FR � 1.7 � 10.1%

Analyses shown in Figure 5 were repeated after controlling for duration of the examined period and nature of the
prior trial (success or failure). Because not all types of trial restrictions occurred for all cells, the number of unit
recordings included in the various analyses varies. Cells were included if at least five trials were available. To control
for period duration, the beginning of the longer period was ignored. FR, firing rates.

Table 3. Comparison between firing rates of Type-1 and Type-2 ITNs as a function
of trial type

ITN Type 1 ITN Type 2

Prior trial success versus failure
Waiting N � 31, p � 0.98 N � 10, p � 0.005

	FR � 1.2 � 1.9% 	FR � 9.2 � 3.1%
Foraging N � 33, p � 0.03 N � 10, p � 0.16

	FR � �1.3 � 2.1% 	FR � 7.11 � 3.3%
Foraging versus aborted foraging N � 16, p � 0.17 N � 6, p � 0.22

	FR � �1.8 � 3.3% 	FR � 8.5 � 5.4%
No Robogator versus Robogator

Waiting N � 23, p � 0.69 N � 9, p � 0.42
	FR � 1.3 � 3% 	FR � 4.5 � 2.9%

Foraging N � 23, p � 0.04 N � 9, p � 0.91
	FR � �4.1 � 1.5% 	FR � 5.4 � 4.9%

Same analyses as in Figure 5 but for ITNs. FR, firing rates.

Table 4. Incidence of antidromically invaded neurons among different types of BL
unit recordings

Tested cells
(336)

Backfired
cells

Backfired
from NAc

Backfired
from mPFC

Backfired from
NAc and mPFC

PNs Type 1 217 48 (22%) 21 (10%) 22 (10%) 5 (2%)
PNs Type 2 14 2 (14%) 0 (0%) 2 (14%) 0 (0%)
PNs Type 3 36 4 (11%) 2 (6%) 1 (3%) 1 (3%)
PN Not Significant 20 2 (10%) 0 (0%) 2 (10%) 0 (0%)
ITNs 44 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Unclassified 5 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

All units were tested for antidromic responsiveness to stimulation of NAc and mPFC.
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increasing statistical power. Indeed, when we reduced the
number of movements analyzed to mimic the spontaneous
exploration, the proportion of significant unit recordings was
comparable to that seen in the absence of food (56 and 18%
decreasing and increasing with speed, respectively; � 2 test, p �
0.41). Last, to ensure that the relation with movement was not
dependent on differences in firing rates as a function of the
rats’ position in the center versus periphery of the open field
(Likhtik et al., 2014), we repeated the above analyses for move-
ments starting and ending in these two sectors. Qualitatively
identical results were obtained.

Relation between firing rates and movement in the foraging and
shuttle tasks
The correlation between PN activity and movement velocity in
the open field led us to examine whether this relationship was also
present in the foraging and shuttle tasks (Fig. 7). Complicating
this analysis, however, were the different amounts of movement
periods available for analysis in the open field (�20 or 90 min)
versus Robogator (�15 min) and shuttle (�3 min) tasks, reduc-
ing statistical power for the latter task. Nevertheless, there was a
strong bias for the firing rate of Type-1 and Type-2 units to re-
spectively, show a negative and positive relation to movement
velocity in the foraging and shuttle tasks (Fig. 7A).

Another important consideration is whether Type-1 and Type-2
units exhibit the same relation to movement speed regardless of
motion direction and Robogator proximity. To address this, we
computed the firing rate of Type-1 and Type-2 units (Fig. 7C,D) as a
function of position (x-axis) and speed (y-axis), with the latter sep-
arating forward (toward the food, top) and backward (toward the
nest, bottom) movements. In these conditions, the firing rate of
Type-1 units exhibited a similar negative relation to movement
speed regardless of direction (Fig. 7C). However, this analysis also
disclosed an influence of position as the firing rates of the cells de-
creased with increasing distances from the nest at low movement
velocities. To test whether Robogator proximity was responsible for
this effect, we compared the normalized firing rates of the cells at a
long foraging distance (150 cm) in trials with versus without the
Robogator as well as in naive animals with the Robogator absent.
However, we found no difference (p � 0.23). Thus the positional
effect does not depend on Robogator proximity. Because many vari-
ables covary with position in this task (distance to food, distance to
Robogator, and distance from nest), it is not possible to tease out the
factors contributing to this apparent influence of position.

Importantly, when we excluded the escape phase to separately
consider trials where rats hesitated as they approached food (first
moving forward, then backward, then forward again), an inter-
esting phenomenon was observed: the firing rate of Type-1 units
showed decreased activity when the rats approached the food, but
increased activity, when rats moved backward (Fig. 7E). In con-
trast, Type-2 units showed a positive relation to movement in the
forward direction and the opposite upon retreat, regardless of
whether we considered the entire foraging trials (Fig. 7D, forag-
ing and retreat), or only the foraging phase (Fig. 7F).

Other dissociations between PN activity and movement oc-
curred during the waiting period, when rats are immobile. A first
dissociation is the differential activity of PNs during the waiting
period on trials where rats, after approaching the door, retreated
back in the nest versus initiated foraging. Anticipating movement
by several seconds, the firing rate of Type-1 PNs increased when
rats retreated back in the nest rather than initiating foraging;
Type-2 units showed the opposite (Fig. 5B, insets). Second, on
trials where rats initiated foraging, both types of unit recordings
showed firing rate changes in the absence of movement (Fig. 4C).
This was seen even when we compared trials where rats initiated
foraging after a �5 s waiting period versus those rare trials
(�4%) where rats initiated foraging immediately (Fig. 7B).

Discussion
We studied BL activity in a seminaturalistic foraging task and
control tasks devoid of explicit threats or rewards. Threat prox-
imity and reward availability did not consistently predict BL ac-
tivity. Instead, BL activity covaried with behavior, even though
threat and reward levels were clamped at low or high levels. Our
results suggest that BL activity not only encodes threats or re-
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wards, but is closely related to behavioral output. Below, we con-
sider the origin of the behavioral variations we observed and
discuss the significance of the associated changes in BL activity.

Relation to prior work on coding by amygdala neurons
Early lesion studies (Klüver and Bucy, 1939; Weiskrantz, 1956;
Blanchard and Blanchard, 1972) led to the view that the amygdala
plays a key role in defensive behaviors. This notion was reinforced
by subsequent studies implicating the amygdala in classically
conditioned fear, which showed that fear conditioning leads to
the emergence of amygdala cells with potentiated responses to
CSs predicting aversive outcomes (Maren and Quirk, 2004).
Overall, this work suggested that amygdala neurons signal threat
and trigger defensive behaviors. Extrapolated to the foraging task,

this suggests that the rats’ cautious behavior
depends on threat signaling by amygdala
neurons. In apparent agreement with this
inference, local infusions of drugs that en-
hanced or reduced threat signaling by
amygdala neurons diminished or increased
risk taking, respectively (Choi and Kim,
2010). Yet, our recordings revealed a differ-
ent situation.

We distinguished two types of principal
neurons based on their activity in the forag-
ing task. Increased firing rates in the preva-
lent type (Type-1) anticipated aborted
foraging and retreat into the nest. In con-
trast, augmented activity in Type-2 cells
anticipated foraging. Thus Type-1 cells
seem to correspond to the threat-signaling
neurons expected from prior work. Surpris-
ingly, however, upon foraging initiation,
these cells showed a marked firing suppres-
sion, despite increasing predator proximity.
In other words, Type-1 cells do not signal
threat during foraging. Thus these results
suggest that amygdala inactivation might
not increase risk taking because it suppresses
threat signaling, but because it reproduces the
state of Type-1 cell suppression that occurs
during foraging.

Since rats continue to forage during
amygdala inactivation, the drive to seek
food does not require the amygdala. Yet,
many studies have implicated the amygdala
in reward seeking (see above, Introduction).
A critical question emerging from these
studies is whether the same or different
pools of amygdala neurons process threats
and rewards. In monkeys, different popula-
tions of BLA neurons signal positively or
negatively valenced CSs (Belova et al., 2008).
In contrast, a study using a mixed appetitive
aversive learning paradigm emphasized the
similar behavior of rat BLA neurons in re-
sponse to CSs predicting rewarding or aver-
sive outcomes (Shabel and Janak, 2009).
Related to this, Roesch et al. (2010) reported
that rat BLA neurons signal unexpected de-
viations in reward outcomes, whether posi-
tive or negative. Further complicating this
picture, Genud-Gabai et al. (2013) reported

a mixture of excitation and inhibition with aversive, neutral, and
positively valenced CSs in monkeys. These findings suggest that the
amygdala contains multiple cell populations related to processing of
negative, neutral, or positively valenced CSs. This raises the question
of what factors drive the inverse activity fluctuations of Type-1 and
Type-2 cells in the foraging task.

Behavioral correlates of activity fluctuations in BL cells
We observed that in constant conditions of rewards and threats,
BL activity varied with behavior. In the foraging task, Type-2 cells
fired at higher rates when rats approached food pellets and at
lower rates during the escape phase. In contrast, Type-1 cells fired
at low rates when the rats’ behavior was directed toward attaining
the food or seeking refuge from the predator. Overall, Type-1
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cells were most active when the rats’ behavior betrayed apprehen-
sion such as if they failed to initiate foraging and retreated into the
nest or when, after initiating foraging, they showed signs of hes-
itation, moving backward and forward again. Type-1 cells also
fired at higher rates when rats hesitated at the door threshold,
particularly if the prior trial was a failure. The longer waiting
period and higher firing rates of Type-1 cells after failed than
successful trials suggest that behavior on the foraging task and the
associated activity of Type-1 cells are not only correlated with
movement speed or reward/threat contingencies, but are also
function of prior experience and related internal states.

To shed light on the significance of these observations, we
examined BL activity in two control tasks devoid of explicit
threats or rewards. Whether rats moved to secure food pellets
(shuttle task) or spontaneously for no apparent reason (open
field), the firing rate of Type-1 cells diminished as the rats’ veloc-
ity increased. Similarly, the firing rate of Type-2 cells in the con-
trol tasks showed a strong relation to movement speed, but it was
in the opposite direction. Although a relation between BL firing
rates and movement velocity was also observed in the foraging
task, it depended on the direction and context of movements. For
instance, when rats moved forward to attain food pellets, the
firing rates of Type-1 and Type-2 cells, respectively, decreased
and increased as a function of velocity, as in the control tasks. In
contrast, when rats hesitated during the foraging phase, moving
forward, backward and forward again, the firing rate of Type-1
cells decreased when the rats approached the food, but increased
when rats moved backward. Furthermore, the firing rate of
Type-1 cells was also affected by position in the foraging arena.

Impact, origin, and significance of the inverse activity
fluctuations of Type-1 and Type-2 cells
How could these task-related changes in BL activity affect behav-
ior? A possible answer to this question comes from prior fear
conditioning experiments. In particular, researchers (Herry et al.,
2008; Amano et al., 2011; Sangha et al., 2013) distinguished two
main types of BL cells among neurons with conditioning-
induced changes in CS responsiveness. Most plastic neurons,
likely corresponding to Type-1 cells, developed increased re-
sponses to the CS that were either abolished by or persisted de-
spite extinction training. A second class of neurons, likely
corresponding to Type-2 cells, displayed inhibitory CS responses
after conditioning, which reversed to excitatory responses fol-
lowing extinction training. It was later found that the two cell
types project to different sectors of the medial prefrontal cortex
(Senn et al., 2014) and it is likely that they also form contrasting
connections with the medial part of the central amygdala (CeM;
for review, see Duvarci and Pare, 2014), with many Type-1, but
not Type-2 cells, projecting to CeM (Popescu and Paré, 2011).
The significance of this inference stems from the fact that most
amygdala projections to the periaqueductal gray (PAG), control-
ling behavioral freezing, originate from CeM (Hopkins and Hol-
stege, 1978). Therefore, suppressed firing in Type-1 PNs would
cause a disfacilitation of PAG-projecting CeM neurons, reducing
freezing, a prerequisite for the initiation of movement in the three
tasks examined here. This view parallels the conclusions of a prior
study (Jacobs and McGinty, 1972).

In addition to CeM, BL contributes projections to other struc-
tures involved in fear and anxiety (Walker and Davis, 1997; Felix-
Ortiz et al., 2013) or reward-seeking behaviors (Stuber et al.,
2011). It will be important to determine whether Type-1 and
Type-2 principal cells also contributed to the behavioral varia-

tions observed here via segregated or overlapping projections to
different BL targets.

So far, concepts about amygdala function have centered on
the processing of threat and rewards. Yet, given that the activity of
BL cells can be high or low in constant conditions of threats and
rewards, an inescapable conclusion is that BL activity is closely
related to behavioral output, not only driven by threats and re-
wards. We propose that BL activity is determined by at least two
opposing (and possibly competing) processes: one driven by
threats and one driven by actual (foraging and shuttle tasks) or
potential (open field) rewards (including threat reduction as
when escaping). These two processes likely involve distinct sub-
sets of higher order afferent neurons that recruit different popu-
lations of BL cells (Type-1 and Type-2 cells, respectively), either
directly or through dedicated subsets of local interneurons. Cru-
cially, which of these two processes dominates is not only a func-
tion of stimulus contingencies, but also of prior experience and
internal states. This statement is supported by the longer wait
times and associated increases in the firing rate of Type-1 cells in
trials that follow failed relative to successful trials.

These considerations lead us to speculate that the task-related
changes in BL activity we observed result from a continuous eval-
uative process where internal states as well as reward and threat
expectations determine how rats will behave on a moment-to-
moment basis. The outcome of this evaluative process would
differentially recruit two distinct groups of BL afferents, ulti-
mately determining whether Type-1 or Type-2 cells will be more
active. Because of the contrasting connections they form with
CeM, when Type-1 cells are more active, movement whether
aimed at attaining food or spontaneous exploration would be
suppressed, whereas when Type-2 cells are more active, it would
be facilitated. An important challenge for future studies will be to
determine whether cells acquiring increased responses to CSs
predicting aversive or rewarding outcomes are differentially dis-
tributed among Type-1 and Type-2 cells.
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